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INTRODUCTION 
Thedy [S] studied rings R which satisfy the following identities: 
(CR, RI, 4 RI = 0, Cb, Y, xh ~1 = 0, f or all x and y in R, and either 
(R, [R, R], R) = 0, or (R, R, [R, R]) = 0. His main result is that prime 
rings satisfying these identities must be either commutative or associative. 
Kleinfeld and Kleinfeld [S] replaced [(x, y, x), y] = 0 in Thedy’s 
hypotheses with (x, y*, x) = y(x, y, x) + (x, y, x) y. In that case the prime 
rings of characteristic 22, 3 all must have commutators in the center and 
the simple rings of this variety must be commutative or associative or 
belong to a third class, which are quadratic and Lie admissible, but 
not flexible. In the present paper we study rings which satisfy 
(i) ([R, R], R, R)=O, and (ii) [(a, b, a), R] =O. Thus our (i) is weaker 
than Thedy’s hypothesis, but our (ii) is somewhat stronger than his 
[(x, y, x), y] = 0. We prove that prime rings satisfying (i) and (ii) must be 
either commutative or associative. These papers are in the tradition of 
Albert [ 11, to search for the most general identities that suffice for a 
certain result. In these instances we are in the join of commutative and 
associative rings. Jordan rings are after all commutative, so we could add 
the Jordan identity (x2, y, x) = 0 at any time if we desire to switch these 
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results to the join of Jordan and associative rings. There have been other 
studies which included the hypothesis ([R, R], R, R) = 0 and are in the list 
of references [2,4, 6,7]. 
MAIN SECTION 
The following identities hold in all rings R. 
[a, bl a = (a, b, a) + [a, bal, (1) 
Cab, VI = 4h VI + [a, ~1 b + (a, 6, Y) + (Y, a, b) - (0, Y, b), (2) 
C [a, bl, xl + C Cb, xl, al + C Cx, al, bl = Q(u, x, b) - Q(u, x, b), 
where Q(a, b, Y) = (a, b, v) + (b, Y, a) + (Y, a, b), (3) 
Cw, ~1 + b, xl + Czx, ~1 = Qb, Y, ~1, (4) 
(wx, Y, z) - (w, xy, z) + (WY x, vz) = 4% y, z) + (WY 4 Yb. (5) 
DEFINITIONS. 
C= {CER 1 [c, R] =O>, 
N={~ERI(~,R,R)=O}, 
D=NnC, 
Z={CECI (c, R, R)=(R,c,R)=(R, R,c)=O}. 
The two identities mentioned in the Introduction may be restated in 
terms of the definitions above as follows: (i) [R, R] c N, (ii) (a, b, a) E C, 
for all a, b E R. From now on R will be assumed to be a ring in which (i) 
and (ii) hold. 
Substituting w  = n E N in (5) shows (nx, y, z) = n(x, y, z). But (i) implies 
(nx, y, z) = (ax, y, z). Consequently 
(nx, y, z) = 46 Y, z) = b% Y, z), for all PZEN, x, y,z~R. (6) 
Substitute a = n E N and y = c E C in (2). Then [nb, c] = n[b, c] + 
[n, c]b + (n, 6, c) + (c, IZ, b)- (n, c, b), which leads to (c, n, b) = 0. Thus 
(C, N, R) = 0. (7) 
Since (ii) tells us (a, y, a) E C, we may use (7) to obtain ((a, y, a), II, x) = 0. 
Then linearization yields ((a, y, b) + (b, y, a), n, x) = 0. As a result of (4) and 
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(i)wehave(Q(a,b,y),n,x)=O.Hence((a,b,y)+(y,a,b)-(a,y,6),n,x)=O. 
But now (i) and (2) imply (a[b, y] + [a, y] 6, n, x) = 0. Then (6) yields 
Cb, .~](a, n, x) + [a, yl(h n, x) = 0, Va, b, x, y E R, n E N. (8) 
If we let b = n’ EN in (8), then [n’, y](u, n, x) = 0, so 
[N, R](R, N, R) = 0. (9) 
Suppose n, n’ E N, X, y, z E R. Then nn’(x, y, z) = n(xn’, y, z) = (n . xn’, y, z) 
= (nx . n’, y, z) = n’(nx, y, z) = n’n(x, y, z), using (6) repeatedly. Thus 
[n, n’](x, y, z) = 0, so that 
[N, N](R, R, R) = 0. (10) 
LEMMA 1. Zf u = (x, x, x), and (i), (ii) hold in R, and 2u = 0 implies a = 0 
then u3 = 0. 
Proof: Let u = (x, x, x) = [x2, x]. Then UE Nn C. In (8) substitute 
n=u, b=x2, a=x, y=x2. Thus [x,x2](x2,u,x)=0, and hence 
24(x2, u, x) = 0. (11) 
We note that (ii) and its linearization imply [(x2, x, x)-(x, x2, x) + 
(x, x, x2), u] =O. Then substitute w  = y = z = x in (5) to obtain 
[xu + ux, u] = 0. But [u, x] = 0, so 2[ux, v] = 0. Consequently [UX, v] = 0, 
so [UX, R] =O. Next substitute a= U, b=x, y=x2 in (2). Thus [ux, x2] = 
u[x,x2] + [u,x2]x + (u,x,x2) + (x2, u,x) - (u,x’,x) = 0. Thus -u2 + 
(x2, U, x) = 0. Combine this with (11) and u3 = 0 follows. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
Let n E N, w, x, y, z E R. Then (2) implies [nw, x] = n[w, x] + [n, x] w + 
(n, w, x) + (x, n, w) - (n, x, w). [nw, x] EN because of (i) and n[w, x] EN 
as a result of (6). Moreover two of the associators are zero. Now insert the 
equation on the left side of an arbitrary associator. Thus ([n, x] w, y, z) + 
((x, IZ, w), y, z) = 0. Hence (6) implies [n, x](w, y, z) + ((x, n, w), y, z) = 0. 
From (4) we get (Q(x, n, w), y, z) = 0. Thus ((x, n, w), y, z) + 
((w, x, n), y, z) = 0. It follows that 
Cn, xl(w, y, z) = - ((x, 4 ~1, Y, z) = ((w x, n), Y, z). (12) 
We have several occasions to use the linearization of (ii), to which we now 
assign a number: 
(a, b, x) + (x, b, a) E C (13) 
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Ifweletx=nENin (13), then (a,b,n)~C, so 
(RRN)cC and (R, R, D) c C. (14) 
Let z = de D in (4). Since commutators lie in N, we obtain Q(x, y, d) EN. 
Thus (x, y, d) + (u, d, x) E N. Next substitute a = d in (2). Thus [db, y] = 
d[b, y] + [d, y] b+ (d, b, y) + (y, d, b)- (d, y, b). Using (6) we see that 
d[b, y] EN. Also, [db, ~1 EN by hypothesis. Three other terms are zero 
and the remaining associator (y, d, b) must therefore be in N. Consequently 
(R,D,R)cN and (R, R, D)c N. (15) 
We now combine (14) and (15) to obtain 
(R, R, D)cD. (16) 
Remark. The associator ideal A of any ring R can be characterized as 
A =I (R, R, R) + (R, R, R)R. 
The proof is routine and will be omitted. 
THEOREM 1. K=C (R, R, D)+ (R, R, D)R is an ideal of R such that 
KK = 0. If R is assumed to be semiprime then D = Z. 
Proof: In (2) substitute a = de D and y = c E C. Then [db, c] = 
d[b, c] + [d, c] b + (d, b, c) + (c, d, b) - (d, c, b). Only (c, d, b) survives, so 
that 
(C, D, R) = 0. (17) 
Also from (2) we deduce [cb, d] = c[b, d] + [c, d] b + (c, b, d) + (d, c, b) - 
(c, d, b). Using (17) we note that only (c, b, d) survives. Thus (c, b, d) = 0, 
hence 
(C, R, D) =O. (18) 
Now let t = (w, x, d)(y, z, d’), where w, x, y, z E R and d, d’ ED. Using (6) 
and (16) we have t= (~(w, x, d), z, d’). As a result of (5) we have 
y(w, x, d) = (yw, x, d) - (y, wx, d) + (y, w, xd) - (y, w, x) d. Substituting this 
in t we observe, using (16), that 
t = ((A w, x) d, z, d’) - (Y, w, x)4 z, d’). (19) 
Now (13) implies (y, w, xd) + (xd, w, y) E C. Thus (18) implies 
((y, w, xd), z, d’) = -((xd, w, y), z, d’). Then (6) gives us -((xd, w, y), z, d’) 
= - (d(x, w, y), z, d’) = - d((x, w, y), z, d’). On the other hand (6) yields 
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-((v, w, x)d, z, d’)= -d((y, w, x), z, d’). We have shown that with (19) 
t=-dd(((x,w,y)+(y,w,x),z,d’)}. At this point (13) and (18) enter 
again to show t = 0. Therefore 
(R, R, D)(R, R, D) = 0. (20) 
Using (16) it follows readily that K is a right ideal of R. Also it follows from 
(16) that w(x,y,d)=(x,y,d)w~K. Finally, w.(y,z,d)x=w.x(y,z,d)= 
wx . (v, z, d) - (w, x, (y, z, d)). Again (16) allows us to substitute (v, z, d) = 
d’ED. Thus w.(y,z,d)x=wx.(y,z,d)-(w,x,d’)~K. We have estab- 
lished that K is an ideal of R. From (16) and (20) it follows that 
(R, R, D)K=O. (21) 
Then (u,b,d*)w.(x,y,d)z=(u,b,d*){w.(x,y,d)z} is contained in 
(R, R, D) K = 0, using (21). This proves KK = 0. Finally, if R is semiprime 
then K = 0. Consequently (R, R, D) = 0. At this point substitute y = de D 
in (2). Then [ab, d] = u[b, d] + [a, d] b + (a, b, d) + (d, a, b) - (a, d, b). 
Thus - (a, d, b) = 0 and so (R, D, R) = 0. It is now clear that D c Z. 
Containment in the other direction is obvious. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall assume that R is 
semiprime as well as that (i) and (ii) hold in R. 
THEOREM 2. Let J= C [N, N] + [N, N] R. Then J is an ideal of R such 
that JA = 0. If R is prime then either R is associative or [N, N] = 0. 
ProoJ: Substitute y = n EN, z = n’ EN in (4). Thus [xn, n’] + [nn’, x] + 
[lt’x, n] = (2(x, n, n’) = (x, n, n’). Since all commutators lie in N, it follows 
that (x, n, n’) E N. Combined with (14) this shows (x, n, n’) E D. But 
Theorem 1 implies D = Z. Thus we have (R, N, N) c Z. At this point (6) 
implies n/(x, n, n’) = (n’x, n, n’) E (R, N, N) c Z. Thus (x, n, n’(x, n, n’)) = 0. 
But (x, n, n’) E Z implies (x, 12, n’(x, n, n’)) = (x, n, n’)(x, IZ, n’). Because R is 
semiprime, the only center element which squares to zero has to be zero, 
so that 
(R, N, N) = 0. (22) 
Substitute b = n, x = n’ in (3). Thus [[a, n], n’] + [[n, n’], a] + 
[[n’, a], n] = Q(u, n, n’) - Q(u, n’, n). Using (22) we obtain Q(u, n, n’) - 
Q(u, n’, n) = 0. Since [N, R] c [R, R] c N, we have [[n, n’], a] c 
C [N, N]. Thus 
C CN Nl, RI cc CN, Nl. (23) 
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Now substitute IZ = [n’, n”] in (12). Thus [[n’, n”], x](w, y, z) = 
((WY x, Cn’, n”lh YT z)* Now use (23) and (10) to deduce 
[ [IZ’, IZ”], x](w, y, z) = 0. Therefore ((w, x, [n’, n”]), y, z) =O. But then 
(R, R, [N, N]) c N. Combining this with (14) yields (R, R, [N, N] ) c D 
and so Theorem 1 implies 
(R, R, CN Nl) = 2. (24) 
However, because of (24) we have (x, y, [n, n’])(x, y, [n, n’]) = 
(x, y, Cc 4)). But (10) yields [In, n’lk Y, Cc 4)(x, Y, Cn, 4) = 
[N, N](R, R, R) = 0. We have produced a center element which squares to 
zero. Thus (x, y, [n, n’]) = 0, or 
(R R, CN Nl) = 0. (25) 
Observe that [N, N] c N, so that J is clearly a right ideal of R. Using (23) 
it follows that R[N, N] cJ. But then (23) and (25) suffice to prove 
R . [N, N] R c J. Consequently J is an ideal of R. Next [N, N] A = 0 
follows readily from (10). Then [N, N] R. A = [N, N] . RA c [N, N] A = 0. 
Thus JA = 0. The rest is obvious. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of a semiprime 
associative ring and a semiprime ring in which (i), (ii), and [N, N] =0 
hold. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 2 that (Jn A)(J n A) c JA = 0. Thus 
semiprime implies Jn A = 0. If J* is a maximal ideal which contains J and 
has zero intersection with A and if A* is a maximal ideal which contains 
A but has zero intersection with J*, then J* n A* = 0. As in [3, proof of 
Theorem 41, one can argue that R/J* and R/A* are semiprime. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
From this point forward we add [N, N] = 0 to the hypotheses (i), (ii) 
and semiprime on R. 
DEFINITION. Let [N, R] = H. 
Note that H = [N, R] c [R, R] c N, using (i). Thus [H, R] c 
[N, R] c H, or 
[H, R] c H. (26) 
In the light of (9) and Hc N, we have 
H(R, H, R) = 0. (27) 
Throughout we shall use [ [R, R], [R, R] ] c [N, N] = 0. In particular for 
any HEN, [CR, R], n] c [N, N] =O. Then (4) implies [Q(a, b, y), n] =O. 
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Now (13) implies [(b, y, a), n] = - [(a, y, b), n], Hence 0= [Q(a, 6, y), n] 
= [(a, b, Y) + (6 Y, a) + (Y, a> b), nl = [(a, b, Y) - (a, Y, b) + (v, a, b), nl. 
Now (2) implies [u[b, y] + [a, y] b, n] = [ [ub, y], n] = 0. Thus 
CC& ~1~9 nl+ CCa> ylb, nl =O. (28) 
For any n’ E IV, note that [n’r, n] = n’[y, n] + [n’, n] r + (n’, Y, n) + 
(n, n’, Y) - (PZ’, n, r), using (2), so that 
[n’r, n] = n’[r, n-J. (29) 
Applying (29) to (28) we get 
Cb, VI [a, nl + [a, yl [b, nl = 0. (30) 
Substitute b = n’ into (30). Thus [II’, y] [a, n] = 0. Therefore 
[N, R] [N, R] = 0 = HH. (31) 
LEMMA 2. (H)=~H+HR+(R,R,H)+(R,R,H)RisunideulofR. 
Proof: Substitute n = h E H into (12). Thus [h, x](w, y, z) = 
((IV, x, h), y, z). Using (26) we have [h, x](w, y, Z)E HRc (H). Thus 
((R R HI, R R) = (H). (32) 
One sees from (32) that (H) R c (H). Using (26) we have xh = 
[x, h] + hxe (H), so RHc (H). Also, x.hy=x[h, y] -(x, y, h)+xy .h. 
Then (26) and RHc(H) imply x.hyE(H), so R.RHc (H). Next 
x.yh= -(x, y, h)+xy.he (H), because RHc (H), so R.RHc (H). 
Also, (H) R c (H) implies HR . R c (H). Moreover yh . x = 
[y, h]x+hy.xe (H), using (26). Thus RH.Rc (H). From HcN and 
(14) it follows that (R, R, H) c C. Thus w(x, y, h) = (x, y, h) w e (H). 
Finally, (x, y, h)R . R c (H) R R c (H). Next [a, (x, y, h)w] = 
[a, w(x, y, h)]. Now use (5) to obtain w(x, y, h) = (wx, y, h) - (w, xy, h) + 
(w, x, yh) - (w, x, y) h and replace in the commutator. Using 
(4 R, ff) = C, we have [Ia, 4x, Y, h)l= [a, (w, x, yh)l - [a, (w, x, yV1 = 
- [a, (yh, x, ~11 - [a, (w x, yP1, using (13), = - [a, MY, x, w) + 
(w, x, y) h], using (6). We have already established that [R, RH] + 
[R, HR]c (H). Thus [a, (x, y, h)w]E (H). But then a.(~, y, h)w= 
[a, (x, y, h)w] + (x, y, h) w. a E (H), using (32). This concludes the proof 
of Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 4. (H)(H) =O, so (H) =0 and N=Z. 
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ProoJ Recall from (3 1) that HH = 0. Since (26) implies [H, R] c 
Hc N, it follows that 
HHR = 0 = HRH. (33) 
Now substitute y= he H in (2). Thus [ab, h] = a[b, h] + [a, h]b+ 
(a, b, h) + (h, a, b) - (a, h, b). Multiply this equation on the left by h’ E H 
and use (26), (33), (27), and (31). Then h’(u, b, h) is the only term that 
survives, thus 
H(R, R, H) = 0. (34) 
At this point (34) suffices to establish 
H(H)=O. (35) 
Since HcN, HR.(H)=H.R(H)cH(H)=O, we have 
HR.(H)=O. (36) 
In (8) substitute b = n’z, where n’ E N and z E R. Thus [n’z, ~](a, n, x) + 
[a, y](n’z, n, x) = 0. Consequently s = [n’z, ~](a, n, x) = - [a, y](n’z, n, x). 
However, (6) implies (n’z, PZ, x) = n’(z, n, x). Thus s = - [a, y] n’(z, IZ, x). 
Since [N, N] = 0, s = - n’[u, y](z, 12, x). Again using (8) we get 
s = n’[z, y](u, n, x). (37) 
Starting with s = [n’z, ~](a, n, x), we expand [IZ’Z, y], using (2) with 
a = n’, b = z. Thus [n’z, y] = n’[z, y] + [n’, y]z + (n’, z, y) + (y, n’, z) - 
(n’, y, z). Multiply on the right by (a, n, x), deleting (n’, z, y) = 0 = (n’, y, z) 
and substituting n = h E H. Thus 
Cn’z, yl(a, h, x1 =n’Cz, YI(G h, x1 + Cn’, ylda, k x1 + (Y, n’, ~)(a, h, x1. 
(38) 
However, [n’, y] E H, so that [n’, y]z(u, h, x) c H(H) = 0, using (35). 
Therefore 
s* = Cn’z, yl(a, h, x1 = n’Cz, ~](a, h, x1 + (Y, n’, ~)(a, h, x1. 
Substituting n = h into (37) yields 
(39) 
s* = n’[z, ~](a, h, x) = [n’z, ~](a, h, x). (40) 
Comparison between (39) and (40) shows (y, n’, ~)(a, h, x) = 0. Thus 
(R, N, R)(R, H, R) = 0. (41) 
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In particular 
(R, H, R)(R, H, R) = 0. (42) 
By expansion one may verify that the next identity holds in an arbitrary 
ring: 
- Ck alb + C Ck bl, al - Ck bl a + (a, b, h) + Ck abl 
= - (h, a, b) + (a, h, b). (43) 
However, assuming h E H c N, we have -(h, a, b) = 0. Therefore delete 
that term from (43). Multiply the rest of (43) on the right by (R, R, H) and 
use (26), (35), and (36). This shows 
CR, R, H)(R, R, H) = CR, K WR R, HI. 
However, (14) implies (R, R, H) c C. Thus 
(44) 
(x, h’, ~)(a, b, h) = (a, b, h)(x, h’, v). (45) 
Multiply (43) on the right by (x, h’, y) and use (42), (35), and (36). Thus 
(a, b, h)(x, h’, y) = 0. In view of (45) we obtain 
(R, H, R)(R, R, H) = 0. (46) 
If (46) is combined with (44) it follows that 
(R, R, H)( R, R, H) = 0. (47) 
In (12) substitute h for n and (a, b, h’) for y. Thus ((w, x, h), (a, b, A’), z) = 
[h, x](w, (a, b, h’), z) c H(H) = 0. Thus 
((4 R, W, (4 R, HI, RI = 0. (48) 
Expanding the associator in (48) and using (47) makes it clear that 
(R, R,H).(R, R, H)R=O. Using (14) we have (R, R,H)H= 
H(R, R, H) = 0 because of (34). Also, (R, R, H) . HR = HR. (R, R, H) = 
H. R(R, R, H) c H(H) = 0. Thus 
(R, R, H)(H) =O. (49) 
Let qE(H), heH, and substitute n=h, z=q, in (12). Thus 
((w,x,h), y,q)= [h,x](w, y, q)EH(H)=O, using (35) and Lemma2. 
Also, - {(w, x, h)) ( yq} c (R, R, H)(H) = 0, using (49). Consequently 
{(w x, h)y}q=O, or 
{CR, R H)R)<H) =O. (50) 
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Combining Lemma 2 with (35), (36), (49), and (50) we have established 
(H)(H) = 0. Since R is semiprime, (H) = 0, so that [N, R] = 0 and 
Nc C. But then N c D. Using Theorem 1, N c 2. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 4. 
MAIN THEOREM. A semiprime ring satisfying (i), [R, R] c N, (ii), 
[(a, b, a), R] = 0, and [N, N] = 0 is commutative. A prime ring satisfying (i) 
and (ii) is either associative or commutative. A semiprime ring satisfying (i) 
and (ii) is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of a semiprime associative ring and 
a semiprime commutative ring. 
Proof. For the first part note that as a result of Theorem 4 we have 
[R, R] c 2. Then commuting (1) with b shows [[a, b]a, b] = 
[(a, b, a), b] + [[a, ba], b] =O. But [[a, b]a, b] = [a, b][a, b]. In a semi- 
prime ring the only center element which squares to zero is zero. Thus 
[a, b] = 0 so that R is commutative. The second assertion now follows 
from Theorem 2 and the first assertion. The last assertion follows from 
Theorem 3. 
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